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 by cyclonebill   

Club Espagnol du Québec 

"Authentic & Lively"

Located in a huge hall on the second floor of a nondescript building on

The Main, this isn't so much a restaurant as a gathering spot for

Montreal's Spanish community. As you'd expect, the food is authentic and

the atmosphere lively. Dishes include anchovies in vinaigrette, Spanish

Omelette, fried calamari, mussels in tomato sauce and Paella Valenciana.

Service is exceptional and prompt. Dinner for two, excluding wine or tip,

comes to around CAD40. Only cash is accepted.

 +1 514 842 6301  www.clubespagnol.com/  club.espagnol@restaurant9

11.com

 4388 Saint Laurent

Boulevard, Suite 309,

Montreal QC

 by wickenden   

Bar Datcha 

"One Of The Loudest & Darkest"

Bar Datcha, pub with beautiful interiors is divided into two parts, one

meant for drinking and dancing and second, Bar Kabinet, for casual

dining. Both the rooms follow elegant Imperial Russian style of decor,

which in itself is very classic. Amazing dance floor with dense smoke and

loud House music tracks create a perfect drink-and-dance ambiance. Food

and cocktails are prepared and brought from the Bar Kabinet restaurant,

adjacent to the club. Perfect place to enjoy on a weekend evening.

 +1 514 279 3555  www.bardatcha.ca/  bardatcha@gmail.com  98 Avenue Laurier Ouest,

Montreal QC

 by jeffreyw   

Gibeau Orange Julep 

"Orange Attraction"

Also known locally as OJ or The Big Orange, this snack bar is in the shape

of a massive orange and specializes not surprisingly in making the most

delicious Orange Juice. Popular among the locals, this place is always

bustling with people who come here to grab a quick bite, OJ also serves

ice creams and other snacks. Also a famous tourist attraction, OJ is a must

visit bar in Montreal.

 +1 514 738 7486  7700 Boulevard Decarie, Montreal QC
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